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Answer 1:
If bidder can offer protocol that provides ECG triggered coronary artery examination and
aortography with adequate pitch in one session, it will be accepted regardless of title. There are
a lot of urgent patient treated in our institution that should be diagnosed in mentioned protocol
ASAP with the lowest X ray beam radiation and contrast media exposure.



All features you mentioned are not dedicated to that goal.

Question 2:

Answer 2:
Spatial resolution is, by temporal resolution, one of the most important feature for cardiac MDCT. The
suggestion will be accepted and point 7.13 will be exchange into “Ultra-high spatial resolution – to be
minimal 20 line pairs / cm or more.”
Question 3:

Answer 3:
According to performed market survey all major vendors have in their portfolio MR unit conforming to
this request. Tender specification already enables 10% deviation form requested 150 cm which enables

longer Gantry by 15 cm from requested. Shorter gantry enables less patient anxiety due to less
claustrophobic effect. Therefore we cannot accept change in specification No 1.5.
Question 4:

Answer 4:
We accept request specification No 1.6 is amended: “Field of view - not less than 50x50x45 cm (XxYxZ)”
Question 5:

Answer 5:
Specification No 2.3 is amended: “RF Amplifier power at least 20 kW”
Question 6:

Answer 6:

Specification No 3.1 clearly defines requirement form user. If 32 channel system is offered it conforms to
Specification No 3.1.
Question 7:

Answer 7:
It is common belief that increase in number of coil elements dramatically increases image quality.
Unfortunately MRI physics is clear increase of number of elements on same surface means smaller
elements. That consequently leads to less penetration as penetration depends on element size. If offered
system has Head coil with 20 elements it will conform to specification No 4.3 so there is no need to change
it.
Question 8:

Answer 8:
It is required spine coil to be movable in patient table along the longitudinal axis so it can be positioned
more to the head end or more to the feet end of the table. This is indeed much needed as it enables
patients to be scanned feet first for several types of exams, and not necessarily be put into gantry which
unmovable spine coils require.
Question 9:

Answer 9:
Although Patient table lowering height is important and enables easier approach specification 5.1 is
amended and now states: “Minimal height position of patient table- 52 cm or less”, to further enable
competition.
Question 10:

Answer 10:
Almost all vendors have in their offering both wired and wireless gating units, and all of them describe
wireless one as superior, as wires are shorter and less interference is caught especially on ECG, also signal
is digitized almost directly on patient and then wirelessly transferred further. There will be no change in
specification.
Question 11:

Answer 11:
Automatic setting of scan plane is offered by several major vendors, and enables novice radiographers to
gain more confidence and steeper learning curve, this is a tool that even for experienced radiographers
accelerates workflow. There will be no change in specification.
Question 12:

Answer 12:
Automatic setting of scan plane is offered by several major vendors, and enables novice radiographers to
gain more confidence and steeper learning curve, this is a tool that even for experienced radiographers
accelerates workflow. There will be no change in specification.
Question 13:

Answer 13:
On the end of specification it is clearly stated “or equivalent”, so equivalent scanning techniques can be
offered.
Question 14:

Answer 14:
As it is very well known there is no consensus between vendors of MRI units on naming scanning
sequences. In specification 8.6 there is “or equivalent” missing at the end. You are allowed to offer
equivalent scanning techniques to those named in specification 8.6.
Question 15:

Answer 15:
There will be no change in specification 8.15
Question 16:

Answer 16:
Although these scanning techniques enable less crosstalk and interference between slices, Specification
8.15 is amended and now states: Multislice scanning techniques: from beginning to the end and from end
to beginning.
Question 17:

Answer 17:
As it is very well known there is no consensus between vendors of MRI units on naming scanning
sequences. In specification 8.22. there is “or equivalent” missing at the end. You are allowed to offer
equivalent scanning techniques to those named in specification 8.22. Specification 8.22. is amended:
“Diffusion techniques: EPI Diffuion, FASE Diffusion or equivalent”
Question 18:

Answer 18:

We accept request specification No 1.2 is amended: “LCD monitor size min 22“ Full HD on articulating
arm”Question19:
19:

Answer 19:
Specification 1.9 is amended: “TGC equilizers for lateral gain control on LCD touch - screen panel or
automatic lateral gain control”
Question 20:

Answer 20:
We cannot accept this as it totally changes workflow. If such functionality is on system itself that
accelerates diagnosis process.
Question 21:

Answer 21:
We cannot accept this request. KBC Zemun already has CT and is to receive MRI unit, fusion with these
modalities enables continuous fusion during scanning, while fusion with X-ray enables only fusion on
single image.
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